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For y # R>0 an integral ideal of an algebraic number field F is called y-smooth
if the norms of all of its prime ideal factors are bounded by y. Assuming the
generalized Riemann hypothesis we prove a lower bound for the number F (x, y)
of integral y-smooth ideals in F whose norms are bounded by x # R>0. Apart from
x and y this bound only depends on the degree of F.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction and Result
Let F be an algebraic number field of discriminant 2F . For y # R>0 an
integral ideal of F is called y-smooth if the norms of all its prime ideal
factors are bounded by y. The number of integral y-smooth ideals of F
whose norms do not exceed x # R>0 is denoted by F (x, y). In this paper
we prove the following result.
1. Theorem. Assume that the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis (GRH)
is correct. For any n # N and for any = # R>0 there is an effectively
computable constant x0(=, n) # R>0 such that for any x, y # R>0 with
x>x0(=, n)
and for every algebraic number field F of degree n satisfying
max[(log x)1+=, (log |2F| )
2+=]yexp((log x)1&=) (1)
the following inequality holds:
F(x, y)x } exp \&u } \log u+log log u+O \1=+log n~ +++ , (2)
where u=log xlog y and n~ is the degree of the normal closure of F over Q.
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For F=Q this result was proved by Pomerance [5]. It was generalized
to imaginary quadratic fields F by Seysen [6], [7] see also Lenstra and
Pomerance [3]. Our theorem can be used to analyze the complexity of the
probabilistic class group and regulator algorithm, which was presented
in [1].
Hazlewood [2] and others obtained results which look similar to
Theorem 1. In those statements, however, the number field is fixed whereas
in our theorem the estimates only depend on the degree of the normal
closure of the number field.
2. The Proof
Let =, x, y # R>0. n # N and let F be an algebraic number field of degree
n satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1. Let N be the normal closure of
F. A prime number p is totally decomposed in N it it is unramified in N
and all prime ideals of N lying over p have norm p. Let P be the set of
all those totally decomposed prime numbers. Count by P(x, y) the
number of positive rational integers x whose prime factors do not exceed
y and all belong to P. Then we get a lower bound for F(x, y) by the
following result.
2. Lemma. F(x, y)P(x, y).
Proof. For each prime number p # P there is a prime ideal of norm p
in N and therefore there is a prime ideal ^(p) of norm p in F. Let a be
an integer counted by P(x, y). Let
a= `
p # P
pep
be the prime number decomposition of a. Then
A(a)= `
p # P
^(p)ep
is an integral ideal of F, which is counted by P(x, y). The assertion
follows from the fact that the map a [ A(a) is injective. K
We will now prove a lower bound for P(x, y).
Let u=log xlog y as in Theorem 1. From (1) it follows that log u
log log x&(1&=) log log x. Choose x1=x1(=) such that log u3 for every
xx1 . Define
w1=y1&2(3 log u) , w2=y1&1(3 log u). (3)
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For a real number r we denote by [r] be the integral part of r and we set
M=[m # N | m has exactly [u] prime factors p # P with w1<pw2].
(4)
Then we conclude as Pomerance in [5]:
3. Lemma. P(x, y)>m # M P(xm, w1).
Let m be any element of M. We proceed by giving a lower bound for
P(xm, w1). We set
u(m)=1+_log(xm)log w1 & , w(m)=\
x
m+
1u(m)
and get by [7]
u(m)
u
log u
} \1+IO \ 1log u++ , w(m)w1 . (5)
For w # R>0 let
?P(w)=*[p # P | pw].
As in [5] one can prove the following result.
4. Lemma. There exists a computable constant x2=x2(=) such that
P \xm , w1+\
?P(w(m))
u(m) +
u(m)
for every x>x2 .
Next, we prove a lower bound for ?P(w(m)). As in Theorem 1 we denote
by n~ the degree of the normal closure N of F over Q.
5. Lemma. Assume that the GRH is correct. Then for any $ # R 0 there
is a computable constant w1=w1($, n)>0 such that
?P(w)
1
2n~
}
w
log w
for every w # R>0 with wmax[w1 , (log |2F| )
2+$].
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Proof. By a result of Oesterle [4] we have for any w # R2
}?P(w)&1n~ } Li(w) }
1
n~
- w } (2 log |2N|+n~ log w)
where Li(w)=w2 1log t dt is the logarithmic integral. Applying the mean
value theorem to Li(w) and using 2N | 2
n~
F (see [8]) we obtain
?P(w)
1
n~
} \w&2log w&n~ - w } (2 log |2F|+log w)+ .
If w(log |2F| )
2+$ then log |2F|w
1(2+$) and therefore
?P(w)
1
n~
} \w&2log w&2n~ w12+1(2+$)&n~ w12 log w+ .
From this inequality we can immediately deduce the assertion. K
6. Lemma. There are computable constants x3=x3(=, n) and c # R>0
such that
P(x, y)x } exp \&u } c \1=+log(2n~ )++ } :m # M
1
m
for every x>x3 .
Proof. We apply arguments similar to those used in [7]. It is easy to
see that x   implies w(m)  . Therefore, by (5), Lemma 4 and
Lemma 5 there is a computable constant x4=x4(=, n) such that for x>x4
P \ xm , w(m)+
\ w(m)2n~ } log w(m) } u(m)+
u(m)
=
x
m
} exp(&u(m) } (log u&log log u+log log y+log n~ +O(1))).
From (1) and the definition of u we deduce
log log y
1&=
=
log u
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and conclude that
P \xm , w(m)+
x
m
} exp \&u(m) } \1= } log u&log log u+log n~ +O(1)++ .
Also, we have log log u0 for x>x1 , as we saw above. Therefore
P \xm , w(m)+
x
m
} exp \&u(m) } log u } \1=+log n~ +O(1)+
for all x>x5 with some computable x5=x5(=, n). With (5) we finally find
that there exists a computable constant c # R>0 such that for all x>x5
P(x, y)x } exp \&u } c \1=+log n~ ++ } :m # M
1
m
. K (6)
To finish the proof of Theorem 1 it remains to show a lower bound for
m # M 1m in (6).
7. Lemma. Assume that the GRH is correct. There exists a computable
constant x6=x6(=, n) such that
:
m # M
1
m
exp(&u } (log u+log log u+log(5n~ )))
for all x>x6 .
Proof. Using the definition of M in (4) we obtain
:
m # M
1
m

1
[u]! \ :w1<pw2 , p # P
1
p+
[u]
.
By arguments of Seysen [7] it can be shown that for x>x7 for some
computable x7=x7(=, n) there exists =1 # R>0 such that
:
w1<pw2 , p # P
1
p

1
n~
} (log log w2&log log w1)&O(w&=11 ).
Applying the definition of w1 , w2 in (3) this implies that for
x>x8=x8(=, n)
:
m # M
1
m
exp(&u } (log u+log log u+log(5n~ ))). K
Combining Lemma 3, 6 and 7 we obtain the assertion of Theorem 1.
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